Letter to the editor

Response to the letter by Olivier Barbier, Didier Ollat, Gilbert Versier

The letter by Barbier, Ollat, and Versier strengthens the evaluation and discussion points put forward in our article. These authors are military surgeons and therefore have considerable experience with ballistic injuries sustained during battle. They acknowledge that in some situations, one step definitive treatment can be performed on emergency patients with civilian ballistic fractures. Indeed, we do not recommend the routine use of this approach, which requires a discerning evaluation of the lesions, particularly in the emergency setting. Great emphasis should be placed on the presence of good prognostic factors (isolated injury, low-velocity projectile, limited soft tissue involvement, and early management by a specialised team). When these factors are present, ballistic fractures can be treated as Cauchois stage 2 compound fractures, provided careful surgical trimming is performed to radically cleanse the tissue attrition chamber (a term coined by Ombredanne), followed by definitive internal fixation, particularly if the fracture is articular or juxta-articular. Our experience and that of other groups support our contention that damage control orthopaedics is not routinely indicated in isolated civilian ballistic injuries.
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